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ollowing the new
hazardous waste
regulations, the Department
of Health published Health
Technical Memorandum 07-01:
Safe Management of Healthcare
Waste. Seeking to implement a
waste segregation system in line
with the guidance,
Gloucestershire Hospitals NHS
Foundation Trust formed a
waste management group in
September 2006 to manage the
project as a steering group.
The trust’s environmental
manager, Jen Goode, explained:
“The group was to decide the
waste policy, a timescale for
implementation, the
communications strategy and
training methods. Members
included the board director
responsible for facilities, staff
from infection control,
procurement, support services
(covering domestics and
porters), risk, communications,
and lead nurses.”
The guidance calls for waste
segregation into four distinct
receptacles/bags: yellow,
orange, yellow and black
(known as tiger stripe), and
black.
“Procurement contacted a
number of NHS PASA
approved waste bin suppliers so
that a selection of bins could be
trialled,” said Jen. “When they
were first delivered we looked
at them for their suitability, ease
of cleaning, whether you needed
‘three hands’ to
actually take out
the waste bag,
etc. Even at this
early stage we
immediately
discarded one
front-opening
bin, refusing to
put it on the
wards, as the
Meeting legislation:
Jen Goode environmental catch was
manager
dangerous and
could trap
fingers.
“We asked two busy wards to
use and abuse the bins for two
weeks and provide feedback.
Nurses were tasked to comment
on ease of everyday use on the
wards, while domestics were
asked to comment on the ease of
cleaning and emptying of the
various bins. Each ward was
given four different bins from
four different companies.
“We took their feedback and
chose Environmental Hygiene
Products,” said Jen.
Completing the feedback
from Prescott Ward, sister
Sharon Cornwell reported:
“Environmental Hygiene
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Trust’s colourful solution
to safe management of
healthcare waste
Gloucestershire Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust is one of the first in the country to
implement HTM 07-01. The trust’s environmental manager, Jen Goode, told
Hospital Bulletin how the project was handled

generally found the
Environmental
Hygiene Products
bins easier to use for
emptying - if they’ve
been busy, night staff
may need to empty
the bins, so this was
an important
consideration.
“One of the other
bins rocked when you
stood on the pedal,
and you had to pull it
down to get the waste
bag out of the front it was cumbersome.”
And how have
staff and visitors
taken to the new
system?
“With their colour
-coded lids the bins
are so distinctive,
said Andrea. “All
So quiet: sister Helen Harding said that some of the
staff have been
bins they trialled were terrible
trained and put the
right waste in the
right bin instinctively now.
Products wins with us 100%,
Visitors, seeing the bright lids
they have self-closing lids, the
and stickers, realise we’re
foot pedal is easy to use and
segregating waste and ask us if
they’re a practical size.”
they’re unsure where their waste
When Hospital Bulletin
should go.”
visited Prescott Ward, sister
Domestics supervisor,
Helen Harding said: “Some of
Lorraine O’Rahilly, of Initial
the bins were terrible - so noisy
Hospital Services, said: “The
they disturbed patients during
new bins are easy to use and
the night. These from
Environmental Hygiene
unload, the wheels make them
Products are so quiet. Lightness
easy to move, and they’re easy
is also important for the nurses
to clean.”
and domestic staff. These bins
Environmental Hygiene
have handles and wheels
Products (EHP) recommended
making them easy to manoeuvre the trust purchase white-bodied
and domestics found them easy
bins with the appropriate
to clean and empty.”
number of colour coded lids to
The bins were also trialled on ensure flexibility - if
Woodmancote Ward, where
requirements alter over time the
sister Andrea James said: “Staff
lid can simply be changed.
“During the assessment our
original estimate of what we
would need sizewise and
colourwise did change to fit
ward requirements, but EHP
was very flexible and helpful,”
explained Jen. “For example we
found that in practice the wards
required far more of the smaller
Clear message: the colour coded lids
20litre bins.
also have helpful pictograms
“We placed a block order

Tiger stripe: these distinctive bins are
for offensive hygiene waste such as
incontinence pads and nappies

then revised it during the
delivery process.”
The order covered EHP’s
20litre small removable body
bin, 50litre medium removable
body white bins, and 70litre
large front openers for easy
removal of the larger waste
sack. Each size was supplied
with orange and tiger stripe lids
as required.
The purchase of the bins was
centrally funded for the new
tiger stripe and orange bins,
with the wards and departments
using existing bins for the black
ones or buying from their own
budget as necessary. Any of the
existing yellow
bins that were in
relatively good
condition were
painted black and
returned to the
ward. “It’s saved
money and is
obviously better
for the
environment as we Sort it out: the trustare not disposing
wide changeover was
well communicated
of bins that are in
good working
order,” explained Jen.
The scheme covers the trust’s
Gloucestershire Royal and
Cheltenham General, and
Delancey Assessment and
Rehabilitation Hospital.
The initial plan was for
delivery to be phased over an
eight-week period. However, as
delivery progressed EHP
arranged for the final 60% to be
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Easy removal:
nurses and
domestic staff
found the new
bins easy to use

delivered to a local warehouse
from where two of its team went
round the wards as required.
EHP took all the pallets and
packaging away for recycling.
Every ward and department
has a waste management
coordinator who attended a
training session and was then
tasked to cascade the training
down to their staff, and advise
how many bins and of what size
and colour were required. Each
completed a schedule of their
requirements that detailed the
precise location of each bin.
Completing the sequence, they
signed these schedules as their
bins were delivered.
Jen ran the training
programme - explaining the

legislation and the HTM, trust
procedures on segregation, and
an exercise in which the waste
management coordinators had to
complete a floor plan indicating
where the various colour coded
bins should go. They were also
asked to look at the potential
implementation in their area, for
example: did they have enough
space for the bin in the dirty
utility area?
To avoid the confusion that
could have arisen from a
gradual changeover to the new
system, the trust implemented
“SORT IT OUT DAY”. In a
well-publicised and carefully
coordinated scheme, the whole
trust changed to the new scheme
for waste segregation at 11am
on February 28th, 2007.
All waste management
coordinators were provided with
a resource pack with posters,
stickers, and orange and tiger
stripe bags. On the day, in
conjunction with cleaning staff,
the waste management
coordinators removed all the
yellow bags from their areas
replacing them with orange
ones, and also put posters on bin
lids and walls.
The trust’s communications
team organised the high impact
posters and put together the

resource pack. All around the
trust pictogram-style posters and
bin lid stickers advise the
typical contents that should be
placed in each colour coded bin
- giving the scheme more visual
impact and assisting those for
whom English is not their first
language.
“An external agency is now
implementing an audit on the
waste segregation project as we
thought we’d benefit from an
independent view,” explained
Jen. “Overall the project has
gone well. It’s helped ensure our
waste is correctly segregated
and gives us the confidence that
we are disposing of it in a safe
and responsible manner while
meeting the requirements of the
legislation.”

Teamwork: Jen Goode with Andrea
James, sister on Woodmancote ward

Replacing all the bins in two busy
acute hospitals while meeting the
requirements of HTM 07-01

Page 2 Implementing HTM 07-01

NOT A WASTE OF TIME

“

Here’s some good
news - hospitals have
found that something
as mundane as buying bins
for healthcare premises is
making a massive impact on
many operational issues.
The case studies in this
BIN BULLETIN show how the
correct bin choice is helping
hospitals to:
 Reduce the risk of criminal
and civil prosecution
 Reduce the spread of
infection
 Ensure that wall and floor
damage is eliminated
 Reduce full rubbish bag
manual handling concerns
 Stop fire risks in bins
 Reduce the carbon footprint
 Encourage recycling
 Reduce waste disposal
costs, thereby saving
money.
Many of the innovations
that have produced the real
benefits outlined above have
come from customer
feedback, so you can be sure

that the bin we supply is the
correct one for your needs.
This attention to listening to
what the end user requires
has led to our becoming the
leading manufacturer and
supplier of waste bins to the
NHS and from that, a
provider of a recognised
premium product worldwide.
Environmental Hygiene
Products has been supplying
the healthcare industry with
the sackholders it requires
for over 20 years. All the
goods we supply are
manufactured from start to
finish in our own factory here
in the UK. We do not import
any of our products from
overseas.
The articles in BIN
BULLETIN have all previously
featured in the leading
hospital magazines Hospital
Bulletin and Inside Hospitals
and were written with the full
cooperation of the hospitals
concerned. You will see that
the case studies cover the

And on the choice of bins?
“We decided not to take the
cheap option - but we win in
other areas,” explained Jen.
“Technology and expectations
have moved on. No-one wants a
bin that’s difficult to move and
empty, hard to
clean, damages
the walls and
wakes patients
when the lids
clang shut in
the middle of
the night.”
One of the
first trusts to
implement the
new waste
segregation scheme,
Gloucestershire Hospitals NHS
Foundation Trust is reaping the
benefits with a better
environment for patients, easier
waste handling, improved
hygiene and enjoying the cost
benefits of segregated waste
disposal.
As part of the trust’s shared
services contract, Jen is now
working with Gloucestershire
PCT’s head of health, safety and
environment, Mark Parsons, on
its implementation of the
scheme.
For more, call 01862 893978
or visit www.ehpl.net

various
Health
Technical
Memoranda Roy
Jones
(HTMs),
including the new HTM
07-01 on Healthcare Waste
Management. At
Environmental Hygiene
Products, we ensure that all
our products fully meet the
relevant legislation - for
example, our range is tested
and certified to HTM 05-03,
the fire retardancy
guidelines.
The articles also show how
we have worked with the NHS
at a practical level, meeting
all sorts of targets, while also
helping hospitals to save
money at the same time.
If you think that we could
do the same for you,
please do not hesitate
to get in touch.

”

Page 4 The new HTM 07-01 - Waste
Segregation

What the updated HTM means for you

Page 5 Disabled users and pedal
bins

How Dame Tanni Grey-Thompson
helped EHP develop an adaption for
disabled users
How EHP’s bin system can pay for
itself and save you money too

Page 6 Spend to save

Page 8 It’s not just the bins - it’s the
lids as well
How the unique features of the EHP
system mean that you may only have
to change a lid, not a whole bin, and
save £125,000 in the process

How the correct bins can help stop the
spread of HIAs

Page 10 Infection control

How mundane things like preventing
wall damage can save a fortune

Page 12 Off-the-wall design

Here to help 01862 89 39 78

Roy Jones
Chairman
Environmental Hygiene Products
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Fire retardant waste bins
meet environmental concerns
at Princess Alexandra Hospital

n audit of waste bins in
use at Princess Alexandra
Hospital, in Harlow,
identified the need for a
standard product to meet the
requirements of several
government guidelines,
including infection control and
fire and safety regulations.
Dorothy Bioletti, business
and quality manager, explains:
“The audit identified that some
bins were not fire retardant they were just frame style sack
holders. Bins had been sourced
on an ad hoc basis around the
hospital and lacked consistency.
We decided to standardise them
so they met fire regulation
standards and had the ability to
improve the segregation of
waste. This approach meant we
also met the environmental
concerns that were raised such
as quiet operation for patient
areas, ease of cleaning and bag
removal.”
Health Technical
Memorandum 83 (1994)* Fire
safety in Healthcare Premises combustible waste, General
Principles section 3.12 states:
“It is expected that receptacles
such as imperforate nonflammable or metallic bins, both
types to be supplied with well
fitting lids will be provided for
this purpose.”
The communication and
involvement of Christine
Tetlow, the lead infection
control nurse, and all the ward
matrons, were key in assessing
the local needs of wards and
other clinical areas. Christine
gave advice to ensure that the
bins were cited conveniently to

Association, who said: “I have
videos of bins being used to
start fires. They’re a target for
the arsonist, so its essential
waste bins are fire retardant.
“And the smoking ban has
pushed people into little used
areas where they use the bins. I
will certainly be recommending
Environmental Hygiene
Products’ bins to trusts and
hospitals.”
Gary Campbell, managing
director of Environmental
Hygiene Products, said: “Every
bin we sell on the NHS Supply
Chain contract is fire retardant.
We have a bin at the factory that
prevented a fire at a hospital someone in A&E deliberately
tried to start a fire by filling the
bin with newspaper to set light
to it, but the self-closing lid
formed an airtight seal and
extinguished the fire.”
Dorothy concludes:
“Standardisation across the trust
is ongoing and the process
makes purchasing a lot easier as
we are using just one supplier.
The girls at EHP were very
helpful.
“The success was down to
everyone working closely
together as a team.”
For further information, call
Environmental Hygiene
Products on 01862 893978 or
visit www.ehpl.net

A

facilitate waste segregation, the
product could be easily cleaned,
and had a hands-free operation
to prevent cross infection.
Dorothy explained that the
next step was to
select a supplier
and method of
implementation:
“We opted for
Environmental
Hygiene Products
(EHP), an approved
NHS suppliers and
we already had
some of the newer
bins on the ward.
“Instead of the
Teamwork: Princess Alexandra Hospital’s business and
yellow body bins
quality manager facilities, Dorothy Bioletti (right) and
that we had which
infection control lead nurse Christine Tetlow
were quite bright
4

we opted for white bodies with
interchangeable lids. EHP
handled the implementation in
various stages, including
coordinating production and
handling the delivery to meet
our schedule.”
The first batch of bins arrived
in June followed by a two week
rolling programme of deliveries.
Dorothy and her colleagues
from across the site - facilities,
matrons, ward staff and
domestic services - ensured a
smooth transition for each
delivery.
The need for waste bins to
ensure fire retardancy was
emphasised by Tommy Hill, a
trainer and technical consultant
to the Fire Protection

* Since this article was
published HTM 83 has been
superseded by HTM 05-03, with
which all EHP products comply.
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s one of the UK’s leading
manufacturers and
suppliers of healthcare
standard waste bins and
sackholders, Environmental
Hygiene Products has been
supplying its sackholder range
to the NHS and others for over
20 years and is now recognised
as the leading provider of fire
retardant bins in its field.
Currently it is an approved
supplier to the NHS via NHS
Supply Chain (framework
agreement number
CM/COC/07/4887/01).
The company has recently
had its range re-tested at
Bodycote in Warrington, the
industry standard testing body.
The testing procedures are in
accordance with the UK
Government issued Healthcare
Technical Memorandum (HTM)

A

Fire retardant bins
05-03, also known as the NHS
Firecode, which stipulates that
non flammable bins with well
fitting lids should be provided in
all healthcare premises in the
UK.
Gary Campbell, managing
director of Environmental
Hygiene Products, said: “We
decided that we should have our
products re-evaluated to the
standards now recognised by the
NHS. As before, the testing was
successful and in fact, one byproduct of the re-testing is that
both the oil and shipping
industries have now shown an
interest due to the efficiency of
the products in extinguishing
any fires that may start within
them.”

The company’s products have
also shown that in real life,
potentially fatal fires can be
stopped at source, through the
design of the bins supplied. “A
few years ago, one hospital had
a fire started by some vandals in
it’s A&E department,”
explained Gary. “They
overfilled the bin in question
with newspapers and set them
alight with a match. As the
paper burned, the lid came down
and sealed off the fire,
extinguishing it within the bin
before it had a chance to start.”
The importance of the need to
ensure fire retardancy in
healthcare premises was also
echoed by Tommy Hill, a trainer
and technical consultant with

the Fire Protection Association,
who said: “I have videos of bins
being used to start fires. They’re
a target for the arsonist, so it’s
essential waste bins are fire
retardant. Also, the smoking ban
has pushed people into little
used areas where they use the
bins.”
Environmental Hygiene
Products can provide its fire
retardant range in the full HTM
07-01 healthcare waste colour
coding system and can also
provide fire retardant recycling
bins for use throughout
healthcare premises. The
company’s range is available in
20, 50, 70 and 90 litre sizes, all
of which are designed to fit the
standard NHS approved bags
and bin liners.
For more, call 01862 893978
or visit www.ehpl.net

A little help from Dame Tanni Grey-Thompson

hile one of the many
highlights of HefmA
2009 was the
inspirational and entertaining
presentation by paralympic
athlete Dame Tanni GreyThompson (pictured), leading
healthcare waste bin supplier
Environmental Hygiene
Products (EHP) benefited too.
A champion of inclusive
design Dame Tanni spoke to
EHP managing director Gary
Campbell and recommended
modifications to the company’s
waste bins for the less-able that
have already been put into
action and are now incorporated

W

Environmental Hygiene Products,
one of the UK’s leading
manufacturers and suppliers of
waste bins and sackholders, has
added a new metal fire retardant
10 litre bin specifically designed
for the recycling of old batteries.
Explaining the reasoning behind
the introduction of the battery
recycling bin, Roy Jones, chairman
of Environmental Hygiene
Products, said: “We discovered

Bins are available
for those unable to
use the foot pedal

into the top-selling range.
Dame Tanni said: “Hospitals
have to work for everyone.
Visiting hospital is emotional
enough, struggling to park,

finding your way,
etc. The design of
the building and
products should
be inclusive - if
it’s good for the
disabled it’s good
for everybody.”
Gary Campbell
said: “We
displayed a
disabled
adaptation of our
hands-free bin for those who
were unable to use the foot
pedal. Dame Tanni’s
recommendations covered the
positioning of signage, and a

slightly different shape of the
handle - we’ve already put the
changes into practice.”
For more, call 01862 893978
or visit www.ehpl.net

Battery recycling bins
that most of the receptacles
provided for battery recycling were
made of cardboard or plastic. As
well as breaching HTM 05-03 Part A
in healthcare premsies, this could
cause a serious injury risk as there
have been instances of, for example,
lithium ion batteries spontaneously
combusting and causing fires.”

The UK is required to meet the
European Battery Directive, which
requires that we recycle 25% of
household batteries by 2012, rising
to 45% in 2016. At present, the
battery recycling rate in the UK is
2%.
For more, call 01862 893978 or
visit www.ehplgroup.com
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classic example of a
Spend to Save scheme has
enabled staff at Hull and
East Yorkshire Hospitals NHS
Trust to embrace the Green
Agenda and for the trust to reap
impressive rewards - and it was
all made possible by the humble
waste bin.
After a successful waste
segregation pilot across 12
wards provided the evidence to
support a business case, over
5,000 colour coded bins from
Environmental Hygiene
Products are now installed
across all wards and
departments at the city’s Hull
Royal Infirmary and Castle Hill
Hospital.
“Improvements
in quality always
reduce costs,”
Pauline Lewin,
the trust’s director
of estates and
facilities, told
Hospital Bulletin.
Pauline “We’ve saved
Lewin £92,000 in
clinical waste in
the first year. The business case
had a two-year payback and
we’re on course to achieve that
in 18 months.
“We report monthly to the
board through the performance
accountability agenda and the
KPIs related to waste
management clearly
demonstrate that we’re reducing
the amount of expensive to
dispose of clinical waste
through better segregation,
while the amount of domestic
waste and recycling increases.”
Already working on a Green
strategy for the trust, Pauline
was at Health Facilities
Scotland, co-presenting a paper,
and saw Environmental Hygiene
Products’ (EHP) bins on
display. The off-the-wall design
that prevents surface damage,
easy cleaning facility, silent
closing lid, hands-free operation
and easy manoeuvrability were
confirmed by a colleague who
had just completed a regionwide roll-out of the bins across
NHS Lothian and gave a
glowing endorsement of EHP’s

A

Off-the-wall design
prevents surface damage
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HULL SPENDS TO SAVE

A culture change at Hull and East Yorkshire Hospitals NHS Trust has seen staff embrace
waste segregation and recycling - putting the trust on line for a rapid payback

customer service credentials.
Pauline arranged for EHP to
present the bins to a multidisciplinary team - nursing,
infection prevention and control,
health and safety, estates and
facilities. Each quickly saw how
different attributes of the bins
met their own criteria.
“After that I realised we
needed a dedicated person to
move the agenda forward,” said
Pauline. “Steve Roberts was
appointed environmental
manager and his position has
been self-funded. He reports to
Marc Beaumont, head of
sustainability, also funded on
Spend to Save.”
“We needed an evidence base
in order to provide the
information to support the
business case, and arranged a
two-month pilot study with
EHP’s colour coded bins at 12
wards, six per hospital. It
enabled us to do a qualification
of potential savings.”
Outlining the programme,
John Earle, head of estates
operations, said: “We wanted
the new bins to project a good
corporate image to show we
were serious about waste
recycling. If we wanted staff to
sign-up to that we needed a

good quality bin as our lead on
it.
“The bins we had were really
a hotchpotch from a number of
suppliers that had built up over
the years - a mixture of good,

John
Earle

Steve
Roberts

indifferent and downright bad.
Some were rusty, damaged the
walls and were difficult to clean.
The best of the original bins
went to clinics.
“We did an exercise to
understand now many of the
bins we needed across the
organisation, all correctly colour
coded to meet the new HTM
and priced accordingly. EHP’s
bins are on the NHS Supply
Chain so we were able to check
the price competitiveness with
other suppliers.”
Environmental manager Steve
Roberts explained: “EHP’s
presentation highlighted

everyone’s considerations. I
realised the criteria we were
looking for and compared EHP
with other manufacturers seeing reps, looking at products
and catalogues - and EHP came
out by far the best.”
Steve compiled a ‘bin plan’
that detailed the exact location
and size for every bin in each
ward and department. He
explained: “We had to develop a
training programme to help the
ward managers decide what bins
their departments required. They
could not make that decision
until they knew what the waste
streams were and which waste
stream went into which bin.
Then it was a walk around every
ward or department to identify
the type of waste produced in
that area. We had to ensure that
we furnished the department
with not only the correct colour
coded bins but the correct size
as well.”
Working closely with EHP,
the trust arranged a phased
delivery programme with the
bins arriving palletised and
labelled so that the porters knew
exactly where the bins were
destined for.
“I spent a couple of days
before each delivery training all
the staff in the ward or
department about the different
waste streams and colour codes,
so it was fresh in their minds
when the bins arrived,”
explained Steve. “We also
produced a wallchart to go
above each bin to explain what
waste the bin could and could
not accommodate.”
Once the bins started to arrive
wards were keen to know when
they’d be receiving their
delivery and wanting to become
involved in the programme.
“There’s been a definite
culture change,” said Steve.
“Workplace culture is different
from domestic culture. You
might segregate and recycle at
home but at work it’s a
completely different matter.
“The staff had to buy-into the
process of putting different
types of waste into different
coloured bins. The training
programme was developed to
explain to people why we were
doing this and how we were
going to do things and to
introduce a different thought
process on dealing with waste.
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“We’ve had to update our
waste policy and procedures,
developed an e-learning
package, wallcharts and an
induction programme.”
Steve’s colleague, waste
management co-ordinator, Terry
Wilson, is responsible for the
majority of the monitoring,
ensuring staff are
putting the right waste
in the right place.
Ward housekeepers
complete a monthly
ten-minute ‘tick sheet’
audit - any recurring
issues that the
housekeepers are
unable to handle are addressed.
“We also do a second audit in
which we go into it in depth,”
added Steve “This checks we’ve
the correct labelling and
packaging and the correct waste
in the correct bins for
consignment, to ensure we use
the appropriate European Waste
Code with a degree of
confidence.”

Describing the facilities
perspective, Ann Mason, head
of hotel services, said: “When
the domestic assistants empty
the bins, they wipe them over
with a microfibre cloth - using
disposable as appropriate. The
bins are lightweight and easy to
manoeuvre and the domestics
turn them over to clean them
too. The bungee that holds the
bag in place is Nomex and can

be easily cleaned. The bins are
deep cleaned once a year or
when required if there’s an
outbreak.”
In ward 16 at Castle Hill
Hospital, staff nurse Pamela
Robson explained: “We had a
big problem with wall damage
with the old bins, some of them
were rusty and marked the
floors and the lids used to bang
down.
“The new ones are quiet - just
what you need when you’re
looking after patients during the
night. With the hands-free, foot
pedal operated lid it’s easier to
dispose of waste. And they’re
easier to clean from an infection
control point of view.

“I’m big on recycling at home
and now we can segregate
everything here too. Everyone’s
on the ward’s involved and
they’re all happy to do it.”
Pauline Lewin concluded:
“We were pushing an open door
as far as the staff were
concerned with the
sustainability
agenda. There’s no
doubt that
Environmental
Hygiene Products’
bins have
contributed greatly
to this. They’ve
been really helpful
and made it very manageable
for us.
“Steve’s comprehensive
training programme has been
adopted by some other trusts. In
fact we’ve had quite a few visits
from others wanting to look at
waste segregation and the wider
sustainability issue.
“For me it’s all been about
improving quality, reducing
risk, reducing costs, and
improving the environment, and
the staff have embraced the
changes.”
For further information, call
01862 893978, e-mail
info@ehpl.net or visit
www.ehplgroup.com

Fire retardant plastic bins

Fu l l y c o m p l i a n t w i t h H T M 0 5- 03 a n d H T M 0 7 - 01
E a s y c l e an b i n s c a n b e f u l l y d i s m an t l e d a n y m e t a l p a r t s ar e r u s t - f r e e s t a i n l e s s s t e e l
SILENT
CLOSING
LID

TOTALLY
SEALED

HANDS
FREE
EASY
CLEAN

NO
WALL
DAMAGE
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t’s win - win for Royal Free
Hampstead NHS Trust. It’s
been able to change its waste
bin lids to different colours saving over £125,000 in the
process - and implemented a
recycling programme that’s
reaping further cost savings with
reduced landfill tax. In fact the
scheme will pay for itself in less
than three years.
“Everyone was questioning
why services were so far behind
when they were already
recycling at home,” logistics
manager Dave Reavy told
Hospital Bulletin. “Around four
years ago we undertook a waste
audit with Well Environmental
who introduced us to EHP
(Environmental Hygiene
Products) and we put their black
and yellow lidded bins into most
wards.
“We’d been looking at how to
undertake waste recycling when
the legislation changed - you
had to do a risk assessment if
you wanted to stay as you were.

I

Jeremy
Sharp

Dave
Reavy

A Duty of Care audit in March
2009 said we could no longer
keep that stance and we needed
to change to orange lidded bins
for clinical waste. We were
already recycling cardboard and
confidential waste, after
shredding, but there was 1,200
tons of domestic waste a year
that we weren’t recycling.
“At least 80% is now
recycled, that’s about 960 tons
saved, with £20,000 annual
savings on landfill tax too. So
there’s payback in less than
three years.”
Facilities director Jeremy
Sharp added: “It pays for itself,
meets the green agenda and cuts
landfill costs. There’s been lots
of positive response from staff there’s a real desire to meet the
sustainability agenda and
working with EHP enabled the
project to move forward

8

ROYAL FREE GOES GREEN
Changeable bin lids save trust £125,000 and herald recycling drive
quickly.”
Outlining the changeover
Dave Reavy said: “We spoke to
EHP about what could have
been a large order for new bins
but they turned it down. They
told us that we only needed to
change the lids. Until they told
us we didn’t realise we could.
From what could have been a
£200,000 spend we moved to
around £70,000 for the whole
project - about £50,000 with
EHP and the rest in back of
house services. EHP’s costs
covered the replacement lids
and some smaller bins so that
we could increase the capacity
on site and implement the
recycling.
“When we told EHP how
many lids we needed, they said
we could do it more intelligently
- we can stagger it and phase it
in over three to four weeks, with
a phased delivery too. With their
help we planned a two-week
rollout of fitting the new lids,
with delivery a week or two
before. EHP also looked at our
assessment and changed the mix
of lids from what we’d
proposed.”

EHP’s help didn’t end there.
When it came to the eight-day
implementation programme more than just the tools for the
job - it provided the services of
Gary Mitchell a skilled
operative who trained the Royal
Free’s teams and worked
alongside them throughout the
project.
“Without the expert training
and help it would have taken
much longer - he knew exactly
what was to be done,” explained
Dave Reavy. “We planned out
the whole trust. Clinics were
done out of hours and wards
outside of protected meal
times.”
The lid changeover
programme was supervised by
facilities assistant Sumal
Karunaratne, who explained:
“Every area was unique and we
had to make the changeover as
smooth as possible.
“In the ward, we removed the
bag, cleaned the bin and then
took it outside to an area we’d
cordoned off, changed the lid,
cleaned the bin again to cut any
infection risk, put the correct
bag in and returned the bin with

its new lid to the ward. In many
areas there was not a lot of room
but the bins have to go where
staff are happy with them. I
made sure they knew who to
contact if they had any queries.
“It was fantastic to have Gary
Mitchell from EHP there, he
was a great help.” Gary and
Sumal worked on the lid
changeover 12 hours a day for
the eight days of the rolling
programme, with other members
of the facilities team assisting as
required. In all, 1656 lids were
changed and 400 new bins
supplied.
Sumal added: “Everyone was
in scrubs with ID cards so that
staff and patients knew we were
hospital staff. There were
Dignity of Care issues. In single
rooms I had to speak to patients
and found they were very
enthusiastic about it. Some of
the areas were difficult to do,
such as the labour suite and
ICU.
“The main issue was
education. I tried to find a
‘champion’ in each ward,
someone who was happy to
ensure other staff knew how the
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recycling system worked which items went in which bins.
A lot of the wards were
anticipating us coming and were
looking forward to it.”
Already 95% completed at
the 1,000-bed Royal Free, the
plan is to take the programme to
the Royal National Throat, Nose
and Ear Hospital. The scheme
which has seen 200 to 300 litres
of extra waste capacity go onto
each ward included a full
training programme supported
by informative posters for
patient areas and credit card
sized reminders for domestic
staff of what waste goes where.
Speaking on behalf of Well
Environmental, a waste
specialist who undertakes the
trust’s waste audits, Richard
Winch explained: “Each year
the NHS is moving towards
greater compliance, which not
only streams out hazardous
waste but also means greater
savings. If half of trusts did half
as well as Royal Free we’d put
£15m back into the NHS.”
A long-standing NHS waste
bin specialist, EHP’s managing
director, Gary Campbell
explained: “A number of years
ago, we introduced a system that
allowed end users to replace lids
on bins without having to buy a
he recently launched
Ultimate Bin range, from
Environmental Hygiene
Products, comprises fire
retardant plastic sackholders in
the three most popular sizes
used in hospitals, and comes
complete with a five-year
guarantee. The development of
this range eliminates any rusting
issues completely while at the
same time delivering an easy
clean design and finish, helping
domestic staff with their daily
tasks.
“We listened to our end users
who asked for a bin that had the
same footprint as our metal bins,
meaning that they took up as
little space as possible,”
explained Gary Campbell,
EHP’s managing director. “The
bins can also be completely
dismantled for deep clean
sterilization should the need
arise. Furthermore, as with the
premium range, should colour
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Sumal
Karunaratne
led the lidchangeover
teams

whole new unit. We also
recommend that customers buy
white-bodied bins throughout,
with the relevant lid colour
depicting the waste stream. This
was done at a time when colour
coding was becoming more
prevalent - the main reason we
introduced the system was to
ensure that if purchasers got the
wrong initial mix of colours,
there was a cost effective
solution to rectify it.
“When the government

introduced HTM 07-01 in 2007,
pretty much all hospitals in
England and Wales found that
they all of a sudden had too
many yellow lids instead of the
recommended orange ones for
clinical waste. Although yellow
can still be used, yellow bagged
waste has to be incinerated,
whereas the orange alternative
can be ‘treated’ and then sent to
landfill. In some parts of the
country, this can save more that
half the cost of disposing of the
waste. So you can see the
obvious advantage of changing
over to orange.”
Gary said: “A number of our
customers have taken advantage
of the lid changeover service,
although Dave at the Royal Free
was the first to really embrace
what we can offer.
“As at Royal Free, we can
also assist in the project
management of a lid
replacement programme. We
can offer the relevant training,
the tools required and assist in
conducting an initial and final
audit, so that the day-to-day
working of the hospital is not
affected.”
EHP’s chairman and founder,
Roy Jones, added: “In these
strained economic times, we all
recognise that it is important

that as much of the NHS budget
is spent on treating patients. We
hope that our cost saving
systems allow many more
hospitals to do just that by
allowing money saved to be
diverted to where it is needed
most.”
How’s it all worked out in
practice? A recent highly
successful launch of the
recycling programme, that was a
hit with staff, is being followed
by a one-day event lead by
infection control and supported
by the trust’s waste contractors.
The bins, with their silent
closing lids are a hit on the
wards, easy to clean on a daily
basis with their removable
bodies and to steam clean as
part of the trust’s Deep Clean
Plus programme.
Dave Reavy concluded: “It’s
been a win-win situation. We’ve
saved on money and space and
met the green agenda. Every
year we’re compliant with the
CQC on waste - now we’ve
improved even further. And the
carbon footprint was an ‘A’
before so we’re off the scale
now!”
For more, call Environmental
Hygiene Products on 01862
893978, e-mail info@ehpl.net
or visit www.ehplgroup.com

PLASTIC FANTASTIC
coding guidelines change,
replacement lids in different
colours can be retro-fitted,
removing the need to buy an
entirely new bin.”
The new bins are all fully fire
tested, meet the requirements of
the Healthcare Waste HTM
07-01, and have been approved
by NHS Supply Chain.
“These are the only fully fire
retardant plastic bins available
through NHS Supply Chain,”
said Gary. “It took a lot of
development work to ensure that
each part of each bin passed all

the fire testing
requirements of HTM
05-03 while at the
same time not taking
up lots of valuable
ward space. We also
worked with NHS
Supply Chain and the
NHS approved bag
supplier to ensure that
all the model types
fitted the bags that
each trust should be
buying.”
Within the range,
the company has also
included a fully fire retardant
plastic battery recycling bin.
“Our metal fire retardant
battery recycling bin, the only
one on the market, has been
really well received, and not just
in the NHS,” added Gary, “But

some users wanted a plastic
version so that putting a bag in
the bin was not as important. As
a result we’ve added a 20 litre
version of the battery recycling
bin to our plastic range.”
For more, call 01862 893978
or visit www.ehpl.net
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he less you have to touch
and clean, the easier it is
to prevent infection.
That’s the thinking behind NHS
Grampian’s specification of
hands-free, free-standing sack
holders throughout the five
acute and nineteen community
hospitals across the region’s
3,000 square miles of north-east
Scotland.
“We’ve used sackholders for
a long time, however the
previous style were wall
brackets with hand-operated
lids,” Karen Wares, of the
department of infection
prevention and control, told
Hospital Bulletin. “When hand
hygiene audits picked up the
problem of nurses touching the
lid, rather than using a paper
towel that was then dropped into
the bin, the chief executive
backed the proposal to move to
foot operated sackholders with
silent closing lids.”
All new areas are now
equipped with the free-standing,
foot operated, silent closing lid
sackholders as standard while an
on-going replacement
programme is seeing the new
style waste holders installed
across the region.
At Aberdeen Royal Infirmary,
the largest hospital site in
Europe, Fiona Mitchelhill, also
of the department of infection
prevention and control team,
explained: “The sackholders are
silent closing as well. There’s
nothing worse when you’re
working on a night shift than
making a noise and disturbing
patients. So, previously, you
could find a pile of tissues by
the sackholder that should have
been put in during the night.
The silent closing lid overcomes
the problem - it makes a real
difference.”
Karen said: “Infection
prevention and control
undertake environmental audits
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Infection
control
priority
Hands-free waste management
on the quiet for NHS Grampian

Advocate: staff nurse Nikki Fasina says the
hand-free solution increases infection control

and if they find a nonsackholder they look inside to
see if it’s been cleaned and
usually the answer is ‘no’ so we
recommend the users change to

Cleanliness Champions: Karen Wares (left) and Fiona Mitchelhill of NHS
Grampian’s infection prevention and control team
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the sackholder style.
“The previous sackholders
were not foot operated and
being wall mounted often
restricted the size of bag that
could be fitted.
“We could have gone for
coloured lids but as the sack is
coloured and visible there’s no
need. Having white lids
throughout makes ordering
easier.”
Fiona added: “We have two
sizes of sackholder, depending
on the space available and the
use of the area. Sluice rooms
and treatment areas always have
the larger version - space
allowing.”
Like the previous style, all the
new sackholders are from
Environmental Hygiene
Products, one of only a few
NHS approved waste bin and
sackholder suppliers.

Karen said: “The new
sackholders are userfriendly, they’re easier to
use, easier to maintain.
With the sackholder style
it’s easier to see when the
sack is ready to be
replaced. Ideally they’re
changed when two-thirds
full.”
In ward 18, the newly
opened day case unit,
staff nurse Nikki Fasina
said: “There’s more
infection control because
you’re not touching the
lid and being a sackholder
it’s easy to see what the
bag is for. The old ones
used to make a noise patients prefer the new
silent closing.”
Domestic staff empty
and clean the units twice
a day, cleaning with a
multi-purpose detergent
and hot water. However,
if the units are
contaminated with blood
or body fluids cleaning
becomes the
responsibility of nursing
staff using sodium
hyperchlorate.
While changing the
waste bags in ward 18,
domestic Elizabeth Bruce
said: “We don’t have a
problem with them. We
have to position the bags
so the wording is
showing. The wheels on
the sackholders make
them easy to move.”
The segregated waste is
placed in Eurocarts. All
sites either have a waste
porter or a designated
time when the waste is
collected.
NHS Scotland’s generic
healthcare waste segregation
and safe disposal routes are:
black - household waste; green ‘recycled’ household waste;
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orange - low risk special waste;
yellow - high risk special waste;
red - particular special waste.
As Fiona explained: “Staff
induction days include training
on standard infection prevention
and control procedures
including waste segregation so
that staff know what goes into
the various bags. Having footoperated sackholders means
they follow the correct
technique - not lifting the lid of
the bin.”

Karen added:
“NES (NHS
Education for
Scotland) has
Cleanliness
Champions whose
role is to promote
the prevention and
control of infection.
The programme,
being rolled-out
across Scotland and
recognised
throughout the UK,
includes waste
segregation and
encourages staff to
look at it in their
area and see if it is
being segregated
properly. The
infection prevention
and control team
look at the segregation and
storage of waste as part of their
environmental audit.”
Asked how the sight of waste
bags on open display fits in this
era of creating a ‘home from
home’ feel, Karen said: “It’s a
clinical area. No one ever
complains. Infection control is
the main priority.”
With NHS Grampian
covering such a vast area the
logistics of the delivery
programme for the sackholders

is key issue. Gary Campbell,
managing director of
Environmental Hygiene
Products, explained: “We’ve
been working with NHS
Grampian for a number of years.
If it’s a large order we deliver
palletised and labelled. If it’s a
smaller order we deliver in bulk
to the central stores but with the
individual sackholders labelledup so they know where to send
them, and stores send them out
as part of their next delivery to
the appropriate destination. The
full logistics exercise saves
central stores having to work
out what goes where.
“It’s the most cost-effective
way of distribution - putting
large numbers of units out to
multiple locations is something
we do extremely well. It’s not
just for the vast areas of some of
the Scottish regions, the same
level of service is available
anywhere in the country - prime
examples are Gloucestershire
Hospitals NHS Foundation
Trust and Hull and East
Yorkshire Hospitals NHS
Trust.”
Gary added: “Using the easy
to clean, all white, footoperated, silent closing lid
version of the sackholder is a
popular and cost-effective

choice across UK healthcare.”
With overall environmental
audits showing continual
improvement, Karen said: “The
foot operated style has
eliminated staff touching the
bins and with the silent closing
lids there’s no noise when
they’re used - they’ve been very
well accepted.”
For further information, call
Environmental Hygiene
Products on 01862 893978 or
visit www.ehpl.net

Easy to
clean: domestic
Elizabeth Bruce shows how

Keep your hands to yourself!

Hands-free, silent closing solutions to HCAIs
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